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Polarization is one of the key properties defining the state of light. It was discovered in the early 19th century by
Brewster, among others, while studying light reflected from materials at different angles. These studies led to the
first polarizers, based on Brewster’s effect. One of the most active trends in photonics now is devoted to the study
of miniaturized, sub-wavelength devices exhibiting similar, or even improved, functionalities compared to those
achieved with bulk optical elements. In the present work, it is theoretically predicted that a properly designed alldielectric metasurface exhibits a generalized Brewster’s effect potentially for any angle, wavelength and
polarization of choice. The effect is experimentally demonstrated for an array of silicon nanodisks at visible
wavelengths. The underlying physics of this effect can be understood in terms of the suppressed scattering at
certain angles that results from the interference between the electric and magnetic dipole resonances excited in the
nanoparticles, predicted by Kerker in early 80s. This reveals deep connection of Kerker’s and Brewster’s legacies
and opens doors for Brewster phenomenon to new applications in photonics, which are not bonded to a specific
polarization or angle of incidence.
The oldest, and probably simplest, way to obtain
linearly polarized light starting from unpolarized one is
impinging it on a dielectric interface at the so called
Brewster’s angle. In this way, the reflected light will only
have electric field component parallel to the interface.
Well understood since the 1820’s after the pioneering
work of Fresnel, and experimentally known since the
early 1810’s from works of Malus and Brewster1 (see also
Ref. 2 for a succinct historical perspective), the
Brewster’s angle for homogeneous isotropic nonmagnetic media can be defined as the angle for which
Fresnel’s reflection coefficient for p-polarized light (i.e.,
with the electric field parallel to the plane of incidence)
vanishes, ℜ = 0 . An alternative definition states that
Brewster’s angle is the one at which the reflected and
refracted waves are orthogonal, thus fulfilling the

condition
+ = ⁄2 , where
is the angle of
is the angle of refraction/transmission.
incidence and
The common microscopic interpretation of this effect is
illustrated in Fig.1a. The induced electric dipoles,
generated inside the medium in response to the driving
electromagnetic wave, oscillate along the direction of the
electric field perpendicular to the propagation direction.
As the far field power radiated by a dipole vanishes along
its oscillation axis, whenever the dipole and reflection
direction are parallel, no radiation is emitted into that
direction and reflection is inhibited. In all other directions
apart from that of refraction, radiation is compensated by
the rest of the dipoles within the medium. If polarization
is switched, as shown in Fig.1b, due to the non-zero
radiation in the plane perpendicular to the dipole, it is
clear that such effect cannot be achieved.
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T
The situationn becomes more intereesting when one
conssiders a mateerial which has both electtric and magnnetic
dipooles excited iin response to the electrric and magnnetic
com
mponents of tthe incident wave. Such materials shhould
havee both electriic permittivitty and magnnetic permeabbility
diffeerent from uunity (
1,
1 ). IIn this case,, the
radiaation patternn is no longger zero in the directioon of
oscilllation of anny of the orthhogonal elecctric or magnnetic
dipooles (due tto the nonn-zero contrribution of the
orthoogonal dipolle) and thus the classicall Brewster eeffect
can no longer be
b observed. Instead, theere can be oother
partiicular directiions at whicch the collecctive radiatioon of
bothh dipoles vanishes due to their destrucctive interfereence,
as prredicted by Kerker
K
and coo-authors in early 80s3. These
T
direcctions are deetermined byy the relativee amplitudess and
phasses of the ddipoles. In thhe macroscoopic picture, this
interrference mayy lead to the appearance oof an analoguue to
Brew
wster’s anglee defined byy both electrric and magnnetic
propperties of thee material, ass depicted inn Fig.1c. Thiis is,
the ratio
r
/ dettermines the angle at which the conddition
ℜ , = 0 is satiisfied4. Moree importantlly, inhibitionn of
radiaation from a pair of dipooles can happen at any aangle
and in any of thee two oscillattion planes deepending on their
relattive amplituddes and phasses. Thus, forr such a matterial
Brew
wster’s anglee may exist, ppotentially, fo
for any of thee two
polaarizations andd at any anggle of incideence (even below
45 degrees
d
without leading to total interrnal reflectioon at
some higher anggles). Both poolarizations ccannot, howeever,
simuultaneously hhave zero reflection forr a given anngle,
exceept for the very
v
particular case of = (impeddance
matcched) at noormal inciddence5. In this case, each
polaarizable portiion of matteer will have induced eleectric
and magnetic ddipoles havinng the samee amplitude and
phasse leading to inhibition off backscatterred radiation,, i.e.,
fulfiilling the so called first K
Kerker’s conndition, originnally
derivved for smaall magnetic particles3. Inn case of puurely
1 and ≈ 1, one caan find a situaation
maggnetic media,
whenn the analoggue to Brew
wster’s anglee appears foor spolaarized light, hhaving the m
magnetic fielld vector parrallel
to thhe plane off incidence, which is orrthogonal too the
convventional Breewster effectt in dielectricc media. Som
me of
the important phenomenology assoociated to the
geneeralized Breewster effecct can be found in the
Suppplementary Innformation, Section 1.
A
All this findinngs remainedd a mere theeoretical curioosity
for almost 20 years, sincee for naturaal materials the
maggnetic responnse is typiccally very w
weak at opptical
frequuencies ( ≈ 1 ). Neverrtheless, sincce the advennt of
metaamaterials nnew ways too produce ooptical magnnetic
response have beeen exploredd6-8. As a resuult some attem
mpts
havee been done towards finnding Brewsster’s angle iin spolaarization in bulk magneetic metamaaterials, bothh in
micrrowaves9 in arrays of split
s
ring reesonators annd at
opticcal frequencies in strrongly anisootropic meddia10.
Receently, polarizzation rotatiion in reflecction from m
metafilms of bi-anisootropic split rings has bbeen theoretically

microwave ffrequencies in connectiion to
stuudied at m
Brrewster effect11.

Figure 1. Micrroscopic inteerpretation of Brewsterr effect
nd proposeed metasurrface. a, p-polarized light
an
im
mpinging on a dielectricc medium, ε 1 and = 1 ,
unnder usual B
Brewster’s condition. Reed line show
ws 2D
em
mission diagrram of electtric dipoles excited insiide the
maaterial by thee refracted w
wave. b, Sam
me as in a butt for spoolarized inciddence, for whhich no Brew
wster effect can be
obbserved. c, Generalized
G
B
Brewster effe
fect for a dieelectric
meedium with electric and magnetic reesponse, ε 1 and
1 . Blue line show
ws 2D emisssion diagraam of
intterfering elecctric and maggnetic dipoles excited inside the
maaterial by thee refracted w
wave. d, Genneralized BreewsterKeerker effect in the propposed array of high refr
fractive
inddex nanopartticles.
In this papeer, it is demoonstrated botth theoreticallly and
exxperimentallyy that the genneralized Breewster effect can be
obbserved, pottentially, inn any two--dimensionall subdifffractive aarrangement of highh-index dieelectric
naanoparticles, or in any othher system whhere strong eelectric
annd magnetic resonances ccan be efficiiently excitedd. It is
shown that thiss effect is a ddirect conseqquence of the anglesupppressed raadiation/scatttering due to interfference
beetween the ellectric and m
magnetic dipoles excited in the
paarticles withinn the array (see
(
schemattic in Fig.1dd), thus
coonnecting twoo apparentlyy unrelated pphenomena ssuch as
Brrewster’s anggle and Kerkker’s conditioons. We thuss call it
Brrewster-Kerkker effect. S
Silicon (Si) nanoparticles are
specifically coonsidered, foor which succh resonances have
beeen broadlyy studied both theooretically12-144 and
exxperimentallyy15-17. Theyy have atttracted parrticular
atttention withinn the field off artificial m
magnetism at optical
freequencies12-177 due to thheir low intrinsic lossees and
CM
MOS compattibility whichh holds prom
mise for findinng real
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world applications. Their exciting properties regarding
magnetic near-field enhancement18-22 and directional
scattering23-26, together with their low dissipation, makes
them ideal nanoantennas for visible and near-infrared
light27. The possibility to realize the first Kerker’s
condition23-25 has also inspired studies on using them as
ideal Huygens’ sources in highly-efficient transmissive
metasurfaces28-30. Also their strong interaction with light,
leading to high reflection and phase accumulation, makes
them ideal candidates to act as efficient reflectors or
phase-controlled mirrors12,31-33. The present study comes
to extend this already broad realm with new fascinating
properties. Moreover, novel generalized Brewster
phenomenon giving great degree of freedom in
polarization and incident angles may open doors to
multiple new applications in photonics, which could not
be achieved with standard Brewster effect in conventional
dielectric media.
1. Generalized Brewster-Kerker effect in twodimensional arrays of silicon spheres.
Let us start considering a single silicon nanosphere
under plane wave illumination (see Figs.2a and 2b), for
which the required electric and magnetic dipole modes
can be efficiently excited. The scattering cross section
(Csca) for a sphere with diameter
= 180 nm, as
computed analytically with Mie theory34, is depicted in
Fig.2c. Partial scattering cross-sections by the first excited
resonant modes, namely the electric (ED) and magnetic
(MD) dipoles and the electric (EQ) and magnetic (MQ)
quadrupoles are also shown. As can be seen, the usual
hierarchy of resonances in high-contrast dielectric
nanoparticles starts with the lowest-energy magnetic
dipole followed by the electric dipole mode12-16. Thus,
whenever higher order modes are negligible each sphere
can be accurately described by a pair of these dipoles.
Kerker and co-workers3 showed that, in such systems,
the scattered far-field can be completely polarized parallel
or perpendicular to the scattering plane in some particular
observation direction, and this direction depends on the
relative strength of the induced electric ( ) and magnetic
( ) dipoles. Originally derived for magnetic spheres, this
result relates to interference in the electric far-field
radiated by a pair of such dipoles, which reads:
=

+

=

×( × )+

×

(1)

with
= 2 ⁄ the wavenumber and
and the
permittivity and speed of light in vacuum, respectively,
and the unit vector in the observation direction.
Consider now the particular situations depicted in
Figs.2a and b. It also follows from (1), see section 2 in
Supplementary Information, that in the plane containing
the incident wave-vector and the induced electric dipole

(highlighted in Fig.2a), the radiated electric field vanishes
in the observation direction defined by the angle if:
cos( −

)=

/

(2)

in which
and
are the complex amplitudes of
electric and magnetic dipoles. In the orthogonal plane,
which contains the incident wave-vector and the induced
magnetic dipole (case depicted in Fig.2b), the field
vanishes when:
cos( −

)= /

(3)

Note that the backscattering direction is defined by
= . In this direction, the field vanishes when =
(first Kerker’s condition3). Note also that equations (2)
and (3) are, in general, complex and become real only
when the dipoles are in phase or anti-phase. From these
equations, it can be seen that radiation can be totally
suppressed for angles in backward directions | − | ≤
⁄2 exclusively if the dipoles are in phase ( and
having the same sign) and in forward directions (| −
| ≥ ⁄2 ) if they are in anti-phase ( and
having
opposite sign). The spectral regions in which the induced
dipoles are approximately in phase or anti-phase for the
silicon sphere are highlighted in Fig.2c by yellow and
green shading colours, respectively. They indicate the
spectral ranges for which scattering cancellation in
forward and backward directions may happen.
The partial scattering cross sections34 associated with
) and magnetic (
) dipoles are
the electric (
proportional to the squared modulus of the dipole
∝ | | and
∝ | | ), and this allows
moments (
to recast equations (2) and (3) as:
/
/

= |cos( −
= |cos( −

)|

(4)

)| .

5)

It immediately follows from (4) that the electric dipole
/
< 1 ) to achieve
scattering must dominate (
cancellation in the plane containing the electric dipole.
Similarly, it follows from (5) that the magnetic dipole
scattering should be dominant (
/
< 1) to achieve
the scattering cancellation in the plane containing the
magnetic dipole. The regions of dominant electric and
magnetic dipoles are highlighted in Fig.2c by red and
purple shading colours, respectively.
In Fig.2d the 2D scattering pattern of the Si sphere
computed from Mie theory is plotted for two selected
wavelengths,
= 614 nm and
= 728 nm, in the
plane containing the incident wave-vector and the electric
or magnetic dipole, respectively. Vanishing scattering
intensity angles predicted by equations (4) and (5),
respectively, are also shown. At the ED dominates and
the dipoles are in anti-phase leading to scattering
cancellation at an angle | − | ≥ ⁄2 in the plane
containing the incident electric field.
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Figu
ure 2. Opticaal propertiees of a silicon
n spheres with
w diameterr =
n
nm in air un
nder plane w
wave illumin
nation.
a-b. Schematic representatiion of the ttwo situations studied. c, Total sccattering crooss section (black curvee) and
q
(m
magenta curvve) and
conttributions froom the electriic dipole (redd curve), maagnetic dipolee (blue curvee), electric quadrupole
maggnetic quadruupole (green curve).
c
The ddifferent shadded regions iindicate those frequency w
windows forr which the innduced
electtric and magnnetic dipoless are approxim
mately in phaase (yellow) or in anti-phhase (green), and those forr which the eelectric
dipoole (light redd) or the maagnetic dipolle (light bluee) dominate over the othher. d, Far-ffield radiatioon patterns fo
for two
wavelengths leadding to inhibbition of radiation at 60 degrees
d
with respect to thhe forward- ( = 614 nm
m, red solid circle)
and backward- ( = 728 nm
m, blue holloow diamond) scattering diirections. In the first casee zero radiatiion is only poossible
whereas in thee second it is only possiblle in the perppendicular onne.
in thhe plane parallel to the eleectric field w
A
At the MD
D contributionn is dominannt and dipolees are
in pphase leadingg to scatteriing cancellattion at an aangle
| − | ≤ ⁄2 in the planne containinng the inciident
maggnetic field. Relative
R
ampplitudes and phases are such
that interference suppresses radiation at 60 degrees with
f
andd back-scatttering directions,
respect to the forwardrespectively.
L
Let us now consider thhe case of similar sphheres
arrannged in an infinite twoo-dimensionaal sub-diffractive
arrayy in the xyy-plane (see Fig.3a) unnder plane w
wave
obliqque incidencce. It is clear that for p-poolarized lighht the
planne of incidennce coincidess with the plaane that conntains
the iincident elecctric field andd the inducedd electric dippoles
(as in Fig.2a). Correspondiingly, for s--polarizationn the
inciddence plane contains tthe magneticc field andd the
induuced magnetic dipoles (as in Fig.2bb). Althoughh the
effecctive dipoles induced in the particless in the arrayy are
diffeerent from thhe single paarticle case due
d to the laattice
interractions35, theey still radiatte according to equationss (1)(3) iin the plane of incidencee. Note that iinterference from
diffeerent sites inn the infinite array makess radiation of the
whoole system aallowed onlyy as plane w
waves alongg the
diffrraction directtions. In the case
c
of sub-ddiffractive arrrays,
this implies radiiation in thee reflection aand transmisssion
direcctions only. Therefore, if the induceed dipoles doo not
radiaate along the direction off reflection, nno reflection aat all
will occur in tthe system, leading to the Brewsster’s
conddition (see Supplemeentary Secttion 3 for a
dem
monstration inn the context of phased arrrays). Follow
wing

thee discussion above, in succh systems thhis may happpen for
booth s- and p-ppolarized inciident waves.
In the following, we coonsider an inffinite square lattice
off silicon spheeres with diaameter = 1
180 nm and period
= 300 nm , as depicteed in Fig.33a, and stuudy its
f
of tthe wavelenggth and
refflection propperties as a function
anngle of inciidence. We start with p-polarized light.
Sim
mulated resuults obtainedd by means of Finite Element
Method (see M
Methods secction for details) are shoown in
Figg.3b. At norrmal incidennce, the elecctric and maagnetic
ressonances of tthe particles lead to the appearance
a
oof wellknnown bands oof high reflectivity12,31-32. However, oblique
o
inccidence stronngly changess this behavioour. At high angles
off incidence oone can obseerve three reggions of extrremely
low
w reflection. The first onne is a narrow
w region located at
thee blue side oof the resonannces (~515 nm).
n
It is preesent at
noormal incideence and sliightly redshiifts for incrreasing
anngles (from 0 up to ~440 degrees). The secondd one,
loccated in the red side off the resonannces (~790 nnm), is
alsso present aat normal incidence and strongly reedshifts
wiith increasing angles. Fiinally, a broad region, both
b
in
baandwidth (~1
150 nm) andd angles of inncidence (froom ~40
to ~80 degrees), appearss at higher angles, speectrally
loccated betweeen the positioons of the eleectric and maagnetic
dippole resonaances obseerved at normal
n
inciidence.
Im
mportantly, thhe angle off minimum reflection sttrongly
deepends on thee wavelengthh and varies in the wide range.
Figgure 3c show
ws the angullar dependennce of reflecction at
some selected w
wavelengths to better illuustrate this efffect.
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Figu
ure 3. Simullated opticall response oof a square lattice
l
of silicon spheres under p-polarized obllique inciden
nce. a,
Scheeme of the ssimulated sysstem. b, Num
merically caalculated reflection versuus wavelengthh and angle of incidencee for a
0 nm and pittch = 300 nm. c, Refleection versus angle of inccidence
squaare array of ssilicon spherees with diam
meter = 180
for sselected wavvelengths shoowing the strong dependeence of Brew
wster’s angle on wavelenggth as well as
a the possibiility of
achieving valuess below 45 ddegrees. Soliid lines corrrespond to p-polarizationn while dashhed lines are the correspoonding
curvves for s-polarization. Grrey shaded aareas mark tthe spectral regions affeected by difffraction. d-g,, Reflection (black
curvve), together with electric dipole (redd curve and correspondiing shaded aarea) and maagnetic dipole (blue curvve and
correesponding shaded area) contributionns to scatteering (normaalized to theeir common maximum) as a functtion of
wavelength for the cases of normal inncidence andd oblique inccidence withh = 45, 60
0 and 70 degrees respecctively.
Diffr
fractive regioon is indicatted by a shaaded grey arrea. i-l, Raddiation patterrns in the pplane of inciidence numeerically
com
mputed via Sttratton-Chu fformulas (bllue solid currve) and from
m the induceed electric aand magneticc dipoles onlly (red
dashhed curve) at the wavelenngth of minim
mum reflectioon (arrowheaads in d-g). Incidence andd reflection ddirection are shown
by aarrows.
One can observee that reflectiion of p-polaarized light (solid
liness) turns intto zero at some partticular anglee of
inciddence, resem
mbling the conventional B
Brewster effeect in
dieleectric media,, while no sspecial featuures are obseerved
for s-polarized
s
llight at this angle (corresponding daashed
liness). However,, there are tw
wo major pecculiarities off this
systeem, which should be higghlighted. Fiirst, the rangge of
anglles at whichh the reflecction minim
mum is obseerved
coveers almost thhe whole 0--90 degrees span, not being
b
restrricted to anggles above 445 degrees (opposite too the
convventional Breewster effectt). Second, aas will be shhown
nextt, the effect is not restrricted to p-ppolarization, thus
gathhering the m
main featurees of generralized Brew
wster
phennomenon. It is important to mention that this effeect is
not related to ddiffraction. The
T first nonn-zero diffracction
ordeer, indicated as a dashedd white line in Fig.3b annd as
shadded regions in Fig.3c, aappears out of the rangge of
wavelengths andd angles for w
which the effeect is observeed.

Let us now
w focus on thhe spectral rregion betweeen the
eleectric and m
magnetic dipoole resonancees. In Figs.3dd-g the
case of normaal incidence is shown, toogether withh some
cases with zerro reflection in that region, namely 45, 60
mal incidencee both
annd 75 degrees incidencee. For norm
refflection maxxima spectrallly coincide with the exccitation
off dipolar resoonances insidde the particlles. Zero refflection
is observed att 775 nm, w
where the indduced electrric and
maagnetic dipooles have thee same amplitudes and phases
meeeting the firrst Kerker’s condition3,23-25, and at 5115 nm,
whhich is close to the Kerker’s conditioon but also afffected
byy higher-ordeer contributiions. In thee cases of oblique
o
inccidence, zeroos in reflectiion are obserrved at 566 nnm for
455 degrees, 6557 nm for 60 degrees, aand 686 nm for 75
deegrees (indicaated by arrow
w-heads in F
Figs.3d-g) shhowing
thee strong wavvelength depeendence.
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Figu
ure 4. Simullated opticall response oof a square llattice of sillicon spherees under s-polarized obllique inciden
nce. a,
Num
merically calcculated refleection versus wavelengthh and angle oof incidence for a squaree array of siilicon spherees with
diam
meter = 18
80 nm and piitch = 300
0 nm. The waavelength forr which the first
f
diffracteed order appeears is indicaated by
the w
white dashedd line. b, Refflection versus angle of iincidence forr selected waavelengths shhowing Brew
wster’s anglee for spolaarization. Sollid lines reppresent s-pollarization whhile dashed lines are thee correspondding curves for p-polariization.
Dependence on wavelength and the possibility to acchieve valuees below 45 degrees are observed. c, Reflection (black
curvve) and elecctric dipole (red curve and correspponding shadded area, ED
D) and maggnetic dipolee (blue curvve and
correesponding shhaded area, MD)
M contribbutions to thee scattering ((normalized to their com
mmon maxim
mum) from a single
spheere in the arrray for severaal angles of iincidence. Log10 scale is used for bettter visualizaation of the m
minima. Diffr
fractive
regioons are indiccated by the shaded grey area. d, Asssociated radiiation patternns of each sinngle particle in the arrayy in the
planne of incidencce at the wavvelengths of m
minimum refflection (arrowheads in c)).
O
One explanattion of the emergence of the reflecction
miniimum at hiigher angless could be associated with
disapppearance oof the dipolaar resonancees at off-noormal
inciddence. Howeever, this is not the casse. Both dippolar
moddes are still efficiently
e
exxcited, and iit is their muutual
interrference whicch results in the radiationn inhibition inn the
refleection directtion. Figs.3dd-g show by red and blue
curvves (and correesponding shhaded areas),, the ED andd MD
conttributions to the total sccattering crosss-section (
)
from
m each singlee particle in tthe array, com
mputed usingg the
multtipole decom
mposition ttechnique, aas explainedd in
Methhods. As reaadily seen, booth dipole m
modes are preesent
for tthose angles and wavelenngths for which the reflecction
vaniishes. The ddipolar conttributions arre dominant and
highher order moodes only apppear at shorter wavelenngths
(the complete map can bbe found inn Section 4 in
Suppplementary Informationn). Interestiingly, multiipole
decoomposition reveals
r
that tthe ED dom
minates in all the
abovve cases. Thiis is expectedd from equatiion (4) to be able
to ccancel radiatiion in the pplane containning the eleectric
fieldd, which in p--polarized caase coincidess with the plaain of
inciddence. In a simplifiedd case withh no interacction
betw
ween the parrticles in thee array, the induced dippoles
shouuld oscillate pparallel to thhe incident fiield. In that ccase,

in order to ccancel scatteering at thee reflection angle
=
= − , equation (4) imposees
/
= 0,
0.2
25, 0.75 foor = 45, 60, 75 deggrees, respecctively.
Thhus, usual B
Brewster at 445 degrees is covered in this
deescription andd requires vaanishing of magnetic
m
dipole for
p-ppolarization, as expectedd. Actual vallues retrievedd from
sim
mulations, inn which interpparticle interraction is takeen into
account, becoome
/
= 0.00
078, 0.24, 0
0.63 ,
whhich are quiite close to the interaction-free casee. The
seccond zero in reflection obbserved at 5660 nm for
= 60
deegrees is relaated to the oonset of the diffractive rregime
(inndicated as grrey-shaded aareas).
As a test of
o consistenccy, far-field radiation ppatterns
froom each sinngle particlee in the innfinite arrayy were
coomputed usinng Stratton-Chu formulas5 from the fieelds on
thee surface off the spheree and plotted in the plaane of
inccidence in Fiigs.3h-k (bluue solid liness). Also show
wn (red
daashed lines) are the pattterns radiateed by the ppair of
eleectric and magnetic dipoles giveen by the muultipole
deecompositionn, computed through eqquation (1).. Both
paatterns closelly coincide aand show zeero radiation in the
dirrection of thhe reflected w
wave (indicaated, togetheer with
thee incident onne by arrow
ws), thus connfirming the dipole
intterference orrigin of the vaanishing refleection regionns.
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Let us now switch to the case of s-polarized incidence
to show that similar effects can be obtained. The change
in polarization makes the plane of incidence coincide with
that containing the magnetic field in the analysis for a
single sphere, thus obeying equations (3) and (5). The
simulated reflection versus wavelength and angle of
incidence for the same array of spheres in s-polarized case
is shown in Fig.4a. Two narrow-band frequency windows
of vanishing reflection, shifting very weakly with the
angle of incidence, can be observed starting at around 515
nm and 770 nm for normal incidence. Also, an omnidirectional, high reflectivity region is observed in
between, analogous to that reported for high index infinite
cylinders36. Brewster effect in this polarization is
evidenced by plotting, as in Fig.4b, the reflection against
the angle of incidence for several wavelengths. We focus
on the narrow band observed between 700 nm – 750 nm,
for which no higher order multipoles are present. For spolarized light (shown as solid lines) emergence of
Brewster’s angle is apparent, while no special features are
observed for p-polarization (dashed lines). As readily
observed, strong dependence on wavelength and span
over the whole 0-80 degrees simulated range are also
observed for s-polarization.
Now we show that the origin of Brewster’s angle in
this polarization is totally analogous to that of ppolarization. To this end, particular angles are plotted in
Fig.4c together with the ED and MD partial scattering
cross sections (normalized to their common maximum).
For normal incidence spectral position of the dip
corresponds to the first Kerker’s condition at which
electric and magnetic dipoles have similar amplitude and
phases3, 23-25. The observed weak blue-shift of this dip
with increased angle of incidence is a consequence of the
particular shape of the resonances excited in the particles
and their mutual interplay, which allows fulfilling
equation (5) for every angle in a narrow spectral region.
Note that within the whole range of wavelengths and
angles with vanishing reflection, the MD contribution is
higher than the ED one, as predicted by equation (5).
Similar to the case of p-polarized incidence, the radiation
patterns of each single particle in the array associated with
zero-reflection wavelengths show no radiation in the
reflection direction, thus confirming the interference
origin of the effect also in s-polarization as depicted in
Fig.4d.
It is important to stress that the observed spectral and
angular behaviour of the zero reflection regions in the
metasurface (Figs.3b and 4a) can be directly related to the
scattering properties of the single building-blocks through
amplitudes and phases of the induced dipoles, as
described in detail in Section 5 of the Supplementary
Information (and Fig.S7 therein). Thus, engineering these
parameters, e.g. through the geometry of the inclusions,
could lead to the generalized Brewster effect, potentially,

at any desired angle, frequency and polarization of
interest.

2. Experimental verification with arrays of silicon
nanodisks.
To experimentally demonstrate the Brewster-Kerker
effect, an array of silicon nanodisks was fabricated on a
fused silica substrate (as described in Methods) through
silicon film deposition, electron beam lithography and
etching. Disks are chosen for ease of fabrication and, for
aspect ratios close to unity, they are expected to have
similar optical properties to spheres. The actual diameter
is around = 180 nm, height = 150 nm and array
pitch = 300 nm (see SEM images of the fabricated
array in the insets to Fig.5a). Angular-dependent
reflection measurements were performed using a home
built free-space microscopy setup (see Methods for
details). The measured reflection and transmission spectra
under normal incidence are plotted in Fig.5a as blue and
red lines respectively.
Reflection measurements as a function of the angle of
incidence for several wavelengths in the spectral region
covering both electric and magnetic dipole resonances are
presented as solid circles in Fig.5b for p- (red) and spolarized light (blue), together with results of numerical
simulations (corresponding solid lines). The best
agreement with the experiment was achieved for
simulated diameter = 170 nm, height
= 160 nm,
pitch = 300 nm and substrate refractive index of 1.45.
The origin of the small discrepancy between the
experiment and simulations is due to a difference between
the refractive index of the fabricated silicon and the
tabulated data for α-silicon37 used in the simulations,
suggesting that the fabricated silicon has less dissipation
than that commonly found in literature (see Section 6 in
Supplementary Information for details). For ppolarization, it is clearly observed the appearance of a
zero reflection angle showing strong wavelength
dependence and ranging from about 25 to nearly 70
degrees in the studied frequency range, i.e. going well
below 45 degrees. For those values below 45 degrees no
sign of total internal reflection is found. These results are
strongly different from conventional Brewster’s angle
behaviour and represent the first experimental
demonstration of the generalized Brewster effect in arrays
of particles with both electric and magnetic responses, i.e.,
of Brewster-Kerker effect. Numerical simulations, shown
as solid lines in Fig.5c, closely reproduce the
experimental values and demonstrate excellent agreement
in the position of the minima. The slight differences in the
reflection intensity, as mentioned, are due to the smaller
absorption of the deposited silicon compared to the
common amorphous silicon data from literature used in
simulations37. Taking in simulations slightly lower value
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Figu
ure 5. Experriment and ssimulations oof angular reflection of light from a square lattiice of silicon
n nanodisks over a
glass substrate. a, Experimeentally measuured reflectioon (blue soliid curve) andd transmissioon (red solid curve) of a square
latticce of siliconn disks with diameter = 180 nm, hheight = 150 nm and pitch
p
= 30
00 nm underr normal inciidence.
The insets show
w the top (leeft) and tiltedd (right) SEM images oof the measuured sample. b, Reflectioon versus anngle of
inciddence measuured for diffeerent wavelenngths under pp-polarized ((red circles) and s-polariized (blue cirrcles) illuminnation.
The corresponding simulatedd data, obtained for = 170 nm andd = 160 nnm with the same pitch aare shown aas solid
curvves. c-d, Mapps of simulateed values of reflection as a function oof angle of inncidence and wavelength for p-polarizzed and
s-polarized inciddence, respecttively. Whitee dashed linees indicate thee onset of thee different diiffraction ordders.
of im
maginary parrt of refractivve index thann in Palik37 lleads
to aalmost perfeect agreemeent to the experiment (see
Secttion 6 in Suppplementary Information).
I
.
T
To complete the picture,, the full sim
mulated mapps of
refleection of p- aand s-polarizeed light as a function of aangle

off incidence annd wavelenggth are shownn in Figs.5c and d.
Allthough witth some diifferences, tthe general trend
obbserved in thhe simulated region stronngly resembles that
shown in Figs.3b and 4a for spheres. Foor p-polarizedd light,
thee minimum in reflectioon strongly varies bothh with
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wavelength and angle of incidence, starting in the blue
side of the resonances and moving into the region
between them for increasing angles. As in the case of
spheres both ED and MD modes retrieved from multipole
decomposition for single disk in the array are strongly
excited in the regions of zero reflection (see Section 7 in
the Supplementary Information). Radiation patterns of
these interfering dipoles computed for two of the zero
reflection cases in p-polarization are shown in Fig.S10
(Section 8 in Supplementary Information). They
demonstrate vanishing intensities of the radiation in the
direction of the reflected wave at the operation
wavelength, thus confirming the interference origin of the
observed effect.
For s-polarization a shallow minimum in reflection at
735 nm, 755 nm and 775 nm can be observed both in
simulations and experiment (Fig.5b). These minima
correspond to the tail of the vanishing reflection region
(see Fig.5d) and provide further experimental evidence of
the generalized Brewster effect. An experimental plot
focused on the cases of 755 nm and 775 nm can be found
in Fig.S9c (Section 7 in the Supplementary Information),
clearly showing a minimum in reflection for angles below
and above 45 degrees. It is worth mentioning that for this
particular system the complete vanishing of reflection
under s-polarized incidence can be obtained in the spectral
region around 850 nm. However, at these wavelengths the
array has very low reflectivity even at normal incidence.
Remarkably, even for the realistic system described
above the Brewster-Kerker effect is very robust and can
easily be detected in experiment, the only true
requirement being the efficient excitation of electric and
magnetic dipole resonances in the particles forming a subdiffractive array.
3. Conclusions
It has been shown that sub-diffractive arrays of high
permittivity dielectric nanoparticles supporting both
electric and magnetic dipole resonances present a form of
generalized Brewster effect, named Brewster-Kerker
effect, leading to vanishing reflection at particular
wavelengths and angles both under p- and s-polarized
incidence. The phenomenon can be explained in terms of
radiation interference between the electric and magnetic
dipoles induced in each particle in the array and connects
the angle-suppressed scattering from magneto-electric
particles (usually studied in relation to first Kerker’s
condition) with the zero reflection (Brewster effect)
observed in two-dimensional arrangements of such
particles. As a consequence of this interference the range
of zero reflection angles spans almost over the entire 0-90
degrees without implying total internal reflection. It
shows a strong dependence on the incident wavelength
and is present for both p and s polarizations. The effect
has been experimentally demonstrated in dense arrays of

silicon disks over a fused silica substrate, with measured
zero reflection angles ranging from 20 to 70 degrees for
wavelengths varying from 590 nm to 775 nm in the
visible spectrum. These results represent the first
experimental demonstration of the generalized Brewster’s
effect at optical frequencies in particle arrays with both
electric and magnetic response to incident light.
Since this effect is a universal phenomenon related to
the directional interference of resonances excited in the
particles, it is foreseen that it will be observed in a variety
of systems, provided they present electric and magnetic
responses. Moreover, tuning the shape and material
properties of the particles may lead to almost-on-demand
Brewster’s effect with regard to polarization, wavelength
and angle of incidence. Taking advantage of the strongly
resonant character of the structures may bring
opportunities for design of efficient sub-wavelength-thick
polarizers with a great degree of freedom.
Methods.
Numerical simulations of arrays of silicon spheres in air
Finite Element Method was used to compute the
reflection, transmission and absorption of light from
infinite square arrays of Silicon spheres (commercial
COMSOL
Multiphysics
software
was
used).
Experimentally measured values of the refractive index of
crystalline silicon, taken from Ref. 37, were used in the
simulations. The simulation domain consisted of a single
unit cell with Bloch boundary conditions applied in the
periodicity directions (x- and y-axes) to simulate an
infinite lattice. The so called scattered field formulation of
the problem was used. The exciting field was defined as a
plane wave with the electric field in the incidence plane
for p-polarized light and perpendicular to it for s-polarized
light. Perfectly Matched Layers were applied in the top
and bottom directions to absorb all scattered fields from
the system. Additionally two planes, Σ± , perpendicular to
the z-axis at = ±450 nm were used as monitors to
compute the reflected and transmitted power. Reflection
was computed as the flux of the Poynting vector of the
scattered fields in the Σ plane normalized to the power of
the plane wave in the same area. Total fields instead of
scattered ones were considered in Σ to compute
transmission. Absorption was computed as the volume
integration of the Ohmic losses inside the sphere and
normalized in the same way. Conservation of energy leads
to + + = 1, condition that allows internal check of
consistency. These results were also checked by
performing the same calculation in CST Microwave
Studio, showing excellent agreement.
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Numerical simulations of arrays of silicon disks on
substrate
Simulations of silicon disk arrays over substrate (with
interface in = 0 and refractive index = 1.45 ) were
carried out using the same approach as described for
spheres. The main difference is that, in this case, Fresnel
equations were used to explicitly write the excitation
fields in the upper ( > 0) and lower ( < 0) half spaces.
While transmission and absorption are computed in
exactly the same way, for reflection calculations one
needs to consider the Poynting vector of the scattered
fields plus the reflected fields from the substrate. In these
simulations the refractive index of amorphous silicon37
was used to approximate the deposited amorphous silicon
in the experiment.
Multipole decomposition
Multipole decomposition technique was employed to
analyse the different modes being excited in the particles.
For particles in an array embedded in air, multipoles can
be computed through the polarization currents induced
within them:
=−

( − 1) ,

where ε is the permittivity of the particle and = ( ) is
the electric field inside it.
This approach fully takes into account mutual
interactions in the lattice38 as well as the possible presence
of a substrate. In particular, a Cartesian basis with origin
in the centre of the particles was used in the present work.
An accurate description of the radiative properties in this
basis involves the introduction of the family of toroidal
moments39-41 and the mean-square radii corrections. The
explicit expressions of the multipoles as well as the
associated partial scattering cross section can be found in
Section 9 of the Supplementary Information.
Nanodisk array fabrication
Thin films of amorphous silicon of desired thickness
were deposited on fused silica substrates via electron
beam evaporation (Angstrom Engineering Evovac). The
samples were then patterned by single-step electron beam
lithography: by spin-coating HSQ resist (Dow Corning,
XR-1541-006) and a charge-dissipation layer (Espacer
300AX01), e-beam patterning of the resist (Elionix ELS7000), and subsequent etching via reactive-ion-etching in
inductively coupled plasma system (Oxford Plasmalab
100). The remaining HSQ resist (~ 50 nm after etching)
on the top of the nanodisks was not removed since its
optical properties after e-beam exposure are close to that
of silicon dioxide. To reduce losses the fabricated sample
was annealed in vacuum at 600ºC for 40 minutes by using
Rapid Thermal Process system (Model: JetFirst200).

Optical Measurements
Transmission and reflection measurements of the
nanodisk arrays at normal incidence were conducted using
an inverted microscopy setup (Nikon Ti-U). For
transmission measurements, light from a broadband
halogen lamp was normally incident onto the sample from
the substrate side before being collected by a 5x objective
(Nikon, NA 0.15) and routed to a spectrometer (Andor
SR-303i) with a 400 x 1600 pixel EMCCD detector
(Andor Newton), as described in detail elsewhere15.
Transmitted light through the array was normalized to the
transmitted power through the substrate only, after
accounting for photodetector noise effects (dark current
subtraction). For reflection measurements, light from the
broadband halogen lamp was incident into the nanodisk
array directly passing through the 5x objective. The
reflected light was then collected by the same objective
and routed into the spectrometer. Reflected light from the
array was normalized to the incident power, which is
characterized by the reflection of a silver mirror with
known spectral response.
Angular transmission and reflection measurements
were performed using a home-built free-space microscopy
setup. Light originating from a supercontinuum source
(SuperK Power, NKT Photonics) was transmitted through
a variable band-pass filter for wavelength selection
(SuperK Varia, NKT Photonics) and then through a
broadband polarizing beam-splitter cube (Thorlabs,
PBS252). The linear polarized light passed then through a
quarter wave plate (Thorlabs, WPQ10M-808) to obtain
circularly polarized light, which was sent to a rotating
linear polarizer (Thorlabs, LPNIRE100-B) to obtain
linearly polarized light of selected direction. A biconvex
lens with 75 mm focusing distance (Thorlabs) was used to
focus the light onto the sample surface with silicon
nanoparticle arrays. The sample was mounted on a
rotation stage for adjusting the angle of incidence. The
beam spot size at the sample at normal incidence had a
diameter of around 50 μm being smaller than the size of
the fabricated arrays (100 μm × 100 μm). A white light
lamp source was also coupled into the beam path through
the same broadband polarizing beam-splitter cube for
sample imaging. Both the incident beam power and the
transmitted/reflected beam power were measured by a
pixel- photodetector attached to a digital handheld laser
power/energy meter console (Thorlabs, PM100D). A
scheme of the experimental setup is included in Figure
S11 in section 10 of the Supplementary Information.
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1. Generalized Brewster’s effect for a magneto-electric slab.
The present section aims to present the not-so-well-known rich phenomenology associated with
reflection of plane waves at an interface between an ordinary medium and one having simultaneous electric and
magnetic responses. Instead of analyzing a single interface, let us focus on the case of a slab, located either in
air or standing over a semi-infinite glass, since these cases arguably model more accurately the system studied
in the main manuscript.
Consider the general case represented in Fig.S1. The thickness of the film with optical properties given
by

and

is h , while media 1 and media 3 are semi-infinite. As usual, two different polarizations (p- and s-)

should be considered.
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Similar to the case of ordinary dielectrics, Fresnel’s fo
formulas follow from thhe boundaryy conditions of
mponents). This
T
elecctric and magnetic fields at interfacces z = 0 annd z = h (coontinuity of tthe tangentiial field com
yieldds four equaations for thhe y-componnents of the magnetic or
o electric fieelds (for p oor s-polarizaation,
resppectively). Solving
S
these equations the formulaas for the am
mplitudes off the reflectiion coefficieents are obttained.

Figu
ure S1. Schhematics of llight transm
mission and rreflection frrom a slab confined bettween two innfinite mediia.

The reflectioon coefficiennt is given bby
a) p-pollarization. T

=

/

, wherre

and

are the

maggnetic field amplitude
a
oof the forwarrd (incidentt) and backw
ward (reflectted) propagating wavess in media 1. The
refleectivity is giiven by

= | | . This formula ccan be preseented in stanndard form1:

rp =
where thhe amplitudde reflectionn coefficientt
r12( p ) =

and

(1S)

(betweeen media 1 and media 22) is given by:
b

ε 2 μ1 cos θ − ε1 ε 2 μ2 − ε1μ1 sin 2 θ

(2S)

ε 2 μ1 cos θ + ε1 ε 2 μ2 − ε1μ1 sin 2 θ

and the amplitude rreflection cooefficient
r23( p ) =

r12( p )e−2iψ + r23( p )
,
e− 2iψ + r12( p )r23( p )

(between media 2 andd media 3) is
i given by:

ε 3 ε 2 μ2 − ε1μ1 sin 2 θ − ε 2 ε 3 μ3 − ε1μ1 sin 2 θ

(3S)

ε 3 ε 2 μ2 − ε1μ1 sin 2 θ + ε 2 ε 3 μ3 − ε1μ1 sin 2 θ

= ( ) reprresents the cchange in thhe wave phase over the tthickness h of the layerr (

ψ = k0h ε 2 μ2 − ε1μ1 sin 2 θ

=

/ ):
(4S)
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b) s-polarization. In a totally analogous way, the reflection coefficient is given by
reflectivity is

=

/

, and the

= | | . In this case:

rs = −

r12( s )e−2iψ + r23( s )
,
e− 2iψ + r12( s )r23( s )

(5S)

where:

r12( s ) =

(s )

r23 =

μ2 ε1 cos θ − μ1 ε 2 μ2 − ε1μ1 sin 2 θ
μ2 ε1 cos θ + μ1 ε 2 μ2 − ε1μ1 sin 2 θ

,

μ3 ε 2 μ2 − ε1μ1 sin 2 θ − μ2 ε 3 μ3 − ε1μ1 sin 2 θ
μ3 ε 2 μ2 − ε1μ1 sin 2 θ + μ2 ε 3 μ3 − ε1μ1 sin 2 θ

Note that amplitude coefficients of reflection

and

(6S)

,

in the limiting case

(7S)
= 0 differ in sign, as E

represents a polar, and H an axial vector2.
From this analysis it is readily seen that with appropriate variations of and

it is possible to obtain

arbitrary values for the Brewster angle, corresponding to the vanishing value of reflectivity, both for p-polarized
light and for s-polarized light.
We illustrate now the phenomenology associated with the generalized Brewster’s effect by considering a
slab with and

standing in air. Results, shown in Fig.S2, are selected to illustrate the main characteristics of

the generalized Brewster, namely, the possibility to obtain Brewster angle for s-polarized light (Fig.S1a-c) and
the possibility to obtain Brewster for angles below 45 degrees without having total internal reflection (TIR) for
larger angles (Fid.S2c and f). Note that this phenomenology is analogous to that observed in the case of subdiffractive silicon nanosphere array embedded in air, as presented in section 1 of the main text.
For the sake of completeness we illustrate, in Fig.S3 the case of a magneto-electric slab on top of a glass
semi-infinite medium (incidence from the side of air). As readily seen, this configuration retains all major
characteristics, and serves to illustrate the phenomenology found in the case of silicon nanoparticle array over
glass substrate presented in section 2 of the main text.
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ure S2. Refflectivity off a magnetoo-electric slaab in vacuu
um:
Figu
(corrrespondingg to
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=
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=

=

=

=
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d
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nm) versus an
ngle of incid
dence for diifferent values of
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Brew
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Figu
ure S3. Refflectivity off a magnetoo-electric slaab on top oof glass:
= .
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ng to

diffe
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d

=
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wavelength ~

=

= ,

= .
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=
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m) versus an
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. a-c B
Brewster’s anngle for s-polarization; d-f Brewstter’s angle ffor p-polarizzation.

Arbitrary valuees of Brewstter’s angle ccan be obtainned (0o - 900o) without hhaving total internal refflection.
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2. Electric far-field radiated by a pair of electric and magnetic dipoles

Consider a pair of electric and magnetic dipoles. The electric far-field radiated in the direction given by
the unit vector

can be written as:
=

with

+

×( × )+

=

= 2 ⁄ the wavenumber and

×

(8S)

and the permittivity and speed of light in vacuum,

respectively.
Consider the situations depicted in Fig.2a of the main text. The induced dipoles, oscillating parallel to
the driving incident fields can be written as

= (−

, 0,

the complex amplitudes of the induced dipoles and

) and

= (0,

∙ , 0), with

and

the angle of incidence. In this situation, the radiated

(scattered) field in a direction of observation given by the polar angle

in the xz-plane (highlighted in the

figure) is purely polar and reads:
∝[

with

cos( −

)] ,

(9S)

the unitary polar vector. It is clear that, in this situation, the electric field is suppressed if:
cos( −

with

−

)=

/ = (| |/| |)

(10S)

being the phase difference between the two dipoles. Whenever the phase difference between

dipoles is a multiple of

the field exactly vanishes. It is clear that, when an infinite array of spheres is

considered in the xy-plane, this situation represents the p-polarization incidence case, and the plane of incidence
coincides with the xz-plane.
Analogously, when the case depicted in Fig.2b holds, the induced electric and magnetic dipoles can be
described by

= (−

∙

,

,

∙

) and

= ( ,− ,

). In this situation, the radiated

(scattered) field in the plane containing the magnetic dipole (highlighted in Fig.2b) is purely azimuthal and
reads:
∝[ −

with

cos( −

)]

(11S)

the unitary azimuthal vector. It vanishes if:
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cos( −

= (| |/| |)

)= /

,

(12S)

and will represent the s-polarization case for infinite arrays.

3. Phased arrays of point scatters.

It is known from the phased array antennas theory that the total intensity from an array of identical
emitters can be expressed as:
( , )

( , ) = | ( )|

(13S)

where ( ) is the so called form factor of the array, which describes the phase retardation from
( , ) is the far-field of each identical constituent. An analogous

different elements in the lattice and

formula holds to describe the scattering properties of an array of identical point-like scatters. As in the case of
phased array antennas, ( ) carries information about the geometry of the array and does not depend on the
particular scatters considered. It reads:

( )=

in which

=

+ , with

=

sin

2

sin

2

/ being the wavenumber,

the phase difference due to oblique incidence at an angle
= ). Here N is the number of particles in the array. In the limit
( )=

lim
→

Fixing the scattering plane to

= 0,

1,
0,

the lattice period and

(we consider the plane of incidence as
⟶ ∞ one has:

→ 0
↛ 0

( ) is non-zero only when:

sin + sin

= 2sin

cos

= 0.

This implies that, if no higher diffracted order are present, ( ) is non-zero when
=

+

≡

=

. In Fig.S4a, | ( )| is plotted for

= ⁄6,

= 730 nm and

=−

≡

or

= 300 nm for several
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increasing number of particles . As seen, it quickly converges to the limit above, vanishing everywhere except
in the reflection and transmission directions.
Let us now assume that each single element in the array is a pair of electric ( ) and magnetic ( )
( , ) will be given by equation (8S), see section 2 above. Consider the

dipoles. The radiated far-field

two main situations presented there. In the first the electric dipole is contained in the plane of incidence ( = 0)
with

= (− cos

, 0,

sin

), and

= (0,

∙ , 0). In this case, the radiated field in this plane is given

by (9S). Clearly, this situation will represent the case of p-polarized incidence. In the second case, the magnetic
dipole is contained in the incidence plane and reads

= (−

∙ cos

, 0,

∙ sin

) while

= (0, − , 0).

In this situation the radiated field in the plane of incidence is given by (11S) and will represent the case of spolarized incidence.
From (10S) and (12S) one can compute the relative values of
−

and

for which the field at

=

=

will be zero. In this case, no intensity at all will be radiated in the reflection direction (as follows from

equation (13S)), leading to perfect transmission, i.e., to Brewster’s effect. Let us consider, e.g. the case of
= /6 and s-polarization. From equation (12S) it follows that the field vanishes at
=

/2. Note that this relation immediately implies

/

=−

= − /6 for

= 1/4 (see equations (4) and (5) of the main

text), which precisely corresponds to the case depicted in the bottom panel of Fig.2c in the main text. In Fig.S4b
we plot | ( )| (left),
= 300 nm and

( , )

(center) and ( , ) (right) for this case (with

= /6 ,

= 730 nm,

= 500). It is clear from the calculation that, due to the modulation of the form factor

| ( )| , radiation in any other direction rather than those of transmission and reflection is totally inhibited due

to interference from different lattice sites, even if the single particles radiate in those directions. It is also
immediately seen that the suppression of radiation in the reflection direction from each single element implies
the suppression of radiation from the whole array. Finally, to stress the origin of the effect in the inhibition of
radiation from single elements, we plot in Fig.S4c the case

=

/3. This ratio does not lead to zero radiation

in the reflection direction and, thus, no Brewster is obtained.
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ure S4. Scaattering prooperties of a phased arrray of iden
ntical electrric and maggnetic dipolles. a, The fform
Figu
factoor | ( )| of the arrayy as a functioon of the nuumber of parrticles consiidered. The form factorr quickly
convverges towaards zero everywhere exxcept at the reflection aand transmisssion directiion, for which | ( )| = 1.
The direction of incidence is indicatedd by a black arrow togetther with thhe incidence angle
wavvelength is

= 730 nm
m and the pittch

= 300
0 nm. b, Thee form factoor | ( )| ((left), the raadiation patttern of

( , ) (ceenter) and thhe total radiiated intensiity from the array ( , )

eachh single elem
ment in the array

(righht) for an arrray of electtric and maggnetic dipolees with
(0, − , 0), fulfiilling the coondition

= /6. The

=

/2. Paraameters ,

= (−
and

∙ co
os

, 0,

∙ sin

are the same ass in a,

conffiguration suuppresses reeflection in s-polarizatiion. c, The same
s
as in b but with

=

) and

=

= 500.
5
This

/3 for which refleection

is noot suppresseed.
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4. Absorption and higher order multipoles in arrays of spheres at p-polarized incidence.

It is our intention here to complete the picture given in Section 1 of the main manuscript, regarding the
analysis of the resonances excited in the array of silicon (Si) spheres with diameter D = 180 nm and pitch
P = 300 nm for different wavelengths and angles of incidence for p-polarized light. As mentioned in the main

text, the electric and magnetic dipole contributions are the dominant ones in the range of wavelengths and
angles of incidence studied. Those are shown in the whole simulated range in Fig.S5a and b, respectively. Also,
the electric quadrupole partial scattering cross section, as computed through the multipole decomposition, is
shown in Fig.S5b, while the corresponding plot for the magnetic quadrupole is shown in Fig.S5c. As readily
seen, both resonances appear for wavelengths much shorter than those for which the generalized Brewster effect
is observed. Figure S5d also shows the absorption in the array, computed through volume integration of the
Ohmic losses inside the spheres. These results serve first as a demonstration of the energy conservation in our
simulations and also to track all resonances excited in the system, showing excellent correspondence with those
computed through the multipole decomposition technique (the magnetic one, however, is fainter due to the
lower dissipation of silicon at that wavelength).
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ure S5. Mu
ultipolar con
ntributionss and absorrption in a ssquare lattiice of silicon
n spheres vversus
Figu
wavvelength an
nd angle of incidence
i
u
under p-pollarized incid
dence. a, annd b, respecctively, electtric and maggnetic
dipoolar contribuutions to thee scattering from each pparticle in thhe array as rretrieved byy multipole ddecompositiion.
Dashed white liines show thhe spectral pposition of tthe first difffraction ordeer. c and d, respectivelyy, electric annd
p
in thhe array as rretrieved byy multipole
maggnetic quadrrupolar conttributions too the scatteriing from a particle
decoomposition. e, Absorptiion computeed through vvolume inteegration of thhe Ohmic loosses.

5. Interpretattion of the oobserved generalized Brewster eeffect based
d on the scaattering chaaracteristicss of a
ssingle spherre.

Let us cconsider morre carefullyy the scatteriing characteeristics of a single silicoon sphere, F
Fig.S6 (the ffigure
main manusccript, but soome points oof interest arre added). A
Although thee real picturre is
is siimilar to Figg.2b in the m
morre complicatted due to thhe inter-partticle interactions insidee the arrays, a simplifiedd model of a single sphhere
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i Figs.3b aand 4a from the main m
manuscript. In
I this spirit let us
mayy reveal major features of the reflecction maps in
assuume here thaat particles in
i the latticee behave sim
milar to indiividual scattters. In this case, as alreeady mentiooned,
canccellation of radiation inn the plane ccontaining thhe incident electric fieldd (corresponnding to thee case of ppolaarized incideence) is onlyy possible w
when the indduced electrric dipole doominates, i.ee., in the redd shaded reggions
in F
Fig.S6. Canccellation in tthe perpendicular planee (corresponnding to the case of s-poolarized inciidence) is only
posssible under tthe blue shaaded regionss (dominancce of magneetic dipole). Since the sccattering anngle and the
refleection anglee are relatedd as
regions) while for
f

= − , it is clear that for

< 45 the dippoles must bbe in phase (yellow shaaded

> 45 they must bbe in anti-phhase (green shaded regiion).

Figu
ure S6. Opttical properrties of a silicon spherre with diam
meter

=

nm in air under p
plane wavee

illum
mination, aand regionss and pointss of interestt. Total scatttering crosss section (bllack curve) aand contribuutions
from
m the electriic dipole (reed curve), m
magnetic dipoole (blue cuurve), electriic quadrupoole (magentaa curve) andd
maggnetic quadrrupole (greeen curve).

Let us start by analyyzing the p--polarized ccase. Thus, tto achieve thhe zero refleection effectt we must reestrict
oursselves to thee red shadedd regions whhere electricc dipole dom
minates. At normal
n
inciddence the fiirst Kerker’ss
conddition, indiccated by ① and ③ in Fig.S5, leadds to zero refflection. Let us first anaalyze the sppectral regioon
arouund ①. For increasing angles of inncidence, eqquation (4) im
mplies that

/

sshould correespondinglyy
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decrease. This is achieved at longer wavelengths with respect to ①, which manifests as the slight redshift in the
zero of reflection in Fig.3b for angles below 45 degrees. Above 45 degrees, the dipoles have to be in opposite
phases to cancel radiation in the reflection direction, thus crossing ❶ in Fig.S6 and entering in the green
region, as it is observed in the zero of reflection in Fig.3b. In order to satisfy equation (4) now the rate

/

should increase instead, which is again possible at longer wavelengths. In this region, however, the range
of wavelengths is wider going up to ② (above ② MD contribution starts to dominate), leading to a more
pronounced redshift in Fig.3b. Thus, the sequence ① → ❶ → ② always implies a redshift to fulfill equation
(4), as observed in Fig.3b. Interestingly, if now ③ is chosen as the starting point, fulfilling equation (4) again
implies longer wavelengths for larger angles of incidence. However, cancellation is only possible below 45
degrees, since there is no region in which the dipoles are in anti-phase, thus explaining the asymptotic behavior
of the zero in reflection < 45 degrees observed in Fig.3b.
Having analyzed the p-polarized case, the corresponding analysis of s-polarization is straightforward.
We are now restricted to move within the blue shaded region. Starting again in Kerker’s first condition at
normal incidence ③, fulfilling equation (5) now implies a blue-shift. Since at 45 degrees the dipoles must
change from in-phase to anti-phase, the complete sequence is now ③ → ❷ → ②, which implies a constant
blue-shift in the whole range, as observed in Figs.4a and b. Since the blue area is narrower, this directly
translates in a narrow spectral band for zero reflection, which in the real system gets reinforced by a narrowing
of the magnetic resonance due to the lattice interactions.
Let us conclude showing that the main features observed in the reflectivity of the arrays can be obtained
in a simple way from equations (8S)-(12S), which describe the radiation of a pair of electric and magnetic
dipoles. For that, let us assume that the electric (
of a Si sphere according to Mie theory (i.e.,

) and magnetic (

=6

/

and

) polarizabilities of the dipoles are those
=6

/

, with

and

the electric

and magnetic dipolar scattering coefficients, respectively3). One important assumption is made to correctly
reproduce the results. The dipoles are assumed to change their phase abruptly around the resonance peak. For
single spheres this only holds approximately but it correctly models the effect of interactions in the array. Of
course one could fully take into account the effect of the lattice by computing the self-consistent field at each
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However, it is enough tto have goodd results to
dipoole position and computting the effeective polariizabilities. H
conssider that thhe effect of tthe lattice m
manifests jusst as a steepeer phase chaange in the ppolarizabilitties of the
partticles. Thus, we take thee amplitudes as given bby Mie theorry but assum
me a step fuunction for thhe phases, as
a
depiicted in Fig..S7a. Then, by simply aapplying equuations (9S)) and (11S),, it is possibble to compuute the intennsity
radiated in the rreflection anngle

= − , as a funcction of the angle of inccidence

aand wavelenngth

for p-- and

s-poolarization, respectively
r
y. Recall thaat the condittion of zero radiated inttensity in thhe reflection direction iss
suffficient to havve zero refleection (see section
s
3). T
The computted intensityy is shown inn Figs.S7b aand c for p- and
s-poolarizations. It can be seeen that the zones show
wing zero raddiated intennsity in the reflection
r
diirection clossely
reprroduce thosee of zero refflectivity fouund by full numerical simulations
s
(Figs.3b and 4a). For pp-polarizatioon, it
corrrectly prediccts the red-sshift of the rregion of zerro reflectionn at long waavelengths (red side of resonances)
r
) as it
apprroaches

= 45 degreees. Also, it rreproduces tthe behaviorr of the zeroo reflection region at shhorter

wavvelengths (blue side of tthe resonancces). It preddicts its conttinuous red--shift for inccreasing anggles of inciddence
and the “jump” to the regioon between resonances for

> 45
5. Finally, foor s-polarizaation, it corrrectly prediccts

the ccontinuous blue-shift of
o the zero inntensity regiion located in the red siide of the reesonances.

Figure S7. Radiateed intensityy in the refllection direection by a p
pair of elecctric and magnetic dip
poles
und
der p-polariized (red) aand s-polariized (blue) light. a, Am
mplitudes annd phases off the polarizzabilities of the
dipooles. b, Radiiated intensity in the pllane of inciddence ( = 0) and refleection directtion ( = − ) by the ppair of
dipooles under p-polarizatio
p
on. c, The saame as in b bbut for s-poolarization.
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6. Impact of losses on the angular reflection of a square lattice of nanodisks on top of fused silica.
Experiment vs simulations.

In the present section we demonstrate that, as mentioned in the main text, the differences observed
between experiment and simulations in the angular reflection of a sample of silicon nanodisks on top of silica
substrate are almost entirely due to the lower absorption of the fabricated sample compared to values tabulated4
for amorphous silicon (a-Si).
As seen in Fig.5 in the main text, the differences are more pronounced above 600nm. Below that limit
the agreement is fairly good (see the case at 590nm). Above, however, experiment and theory quickly depart,
and reflection is higher in the fabricated sample, indicating a quick drop of absorption as compared to the
tabulated data used for simulations.
In Fig.S8 we show the same set of curves as in Fig.5d of the main manuscript but, instead of directly
taking the complex refractive index ( ′ +

′′) from Ref.4 we take only the real part ( ′), and allow the

imaginary ( ′′) to be smaller. For each wavelength, we choose it in such a way that measured values show good
agreement for low angles of incidence (thus fitting the spectrum at normal incidence). It is readily seen that the
agreement between experiment and simulations obtained in this way is excellent.
In Table S1 we show the set of values of ′′ used together with those tabulated. At 590 nm we just took
the same value as the tabulated. The mentioned quick drop of the absorption is clearly seen and the value at 775
nm approaches that of Ref.4.
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ure S8. Refflection vs aangle of inccidence und
der p-polariized (red) aand s-polariized (blue) light in a square
Figu
lattiice of a-siliccon nanodiisks over a ffused silicaa substrate. The plot shhows the com
mparison beetween meaasured
valuues (symbols) and simuulations (linees) obtainedd fitting the iimaginary part
p of the inndex ( ′′). R
Real part ( ′)
was taken from
m Ref.4.
ble S1. Valuues of imaginnary part off refractive iindex used in
i simulatioons in Fig.S88 and those from Ref.4.
Tab
Wavelength

′′ (fittting)

′′ (Reef.4)

(nm)
5990

0.5883

0.5883

6225

0.3000

0.4445

6990

0.1440

0.2669

715

0.1335

0.2224

735

0.1330

0.1991

735

0.1330

0.1664

755

0.1330

0.1336
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7. Multipole contributions and absorption in the square lattice of Si nanodisks on top on fused silica
substrate.

In order to complete the analysis of the generalized Brewster’s effect for the Si nanodisks metasurface with
pitch

= 300 nm, diameter

= 170 nm and height

= 160 nm, given in section 2 of the main manuscript,

we present here some additional results. In particular, the electric and magnetic dipolar contributions to the
scattering from a single element in the array as a function of wavelength and angle of incidence under
irradiation with p-polarized light are shown in Fig.S9a and b. Also, we plot in Fig.S9c the reflection of spolarized light as a function of angle of incidence for the particular cases of λ = 755 nm and λ = 775 nm. It is
readily observed the emergence of a minimum in reflection, the angle of which decreases with increasing
wavelength. Note that this angle can have values above (for λ = 755 nm) and below (λ = 775 nm) 45 degrees,
a clear signature of the generalized Brewster’s effect. We also include, for completeness, the absorption, both
under s- and p-polarized incidence, in Figs.S9d and e, respectively. It allows tracking the resonances excited in
the system. For p-polarized light, comparison with Figs.S9a and b also serves as a verification of the resonances
computed by the multipole decomposition.
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ure S9. Mu
ultipolar con
ntributionss from a sin
ngle disk in the array u
under p-pollarized inciidence, detaail of
Figu
refleection undeer s-polarizzed light an
nd absorptioon in both p
polarizatioons in a square lattice oof silicon
nan
nodisks overr a fused sillica substraate versus aangle of inccidence and
d wavelengtth. a-b, Sim
mulated electtric
(a) aand magnetiic (b) dipolee contributioons to the tootal scatterinng cross secction of a sinngle disk in the square lattice
l
of siilicon nanoddisks over a fused silicaa substrate uunder p-polaarized light.. c, Details oof the measuured angulaar
refleection from the array unnder s-polarrized light fo
for particularr wavelengtths. d, e, Sim
mulated abssorption
com
mputed throuugh volume integration of the ohmiic losses insside the partticles, underr s- and p-poolarized inccident
lighht, respectiveely.
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8 Radiatioon patternss of each naanodisk in a square latttice on top of fused silica substraate leading to
8.
vanish
hing reflecttion at p-poolarized inccidence.

In this ssection, the radiation ppatterns emiitted by pairrs of electriic and magnnetic dipolees excited inn each
siliccon nanodissk in the arrray retrieveed through tthe multipoole decompoosition are presented.
p
P
Parameters of the
simuulated arrayy are the saame as in F
Fig.5 from the main text
t
(disk diameter
d
D = 170 nm, disk heighht H =
160
0 nm, array pitch P = 300 nm annd substratee refractive index is of 1.45). Figgures S10a and b shoow the
radiation patterrns of the ddipoles at w
wavelengths of 590 nm
m and 735 nnm leading, respectivelly, to a minnimum
refleection at 25 and 60 deggrees of incidence, resppectively. T
The radiationn patterns were
w
computted with StrrattonChuu equations5 taking intoo account thhe presence of the substtrate. For thhese calculaations, a sphhere enclosinng the
dipooles and thee substrate w
was consideered. Althouugh the soluution is not eexact, convvergence agaainst variations in
the rradius of thhe sphere waas checked, yielding alm
most the sam
me results. Both radiattion patternss show miniima in
the ddirection off the reflecteed wave, thhus confirmiing the interrference origin of the oobserved vannishing refllection
effect also in thhe case of sillicon disks oon substratee.

Figu
ure S10. Raadiation paatterns in th
he plane of incidence ffrom electriic and magnetic dipolees excited in
each
h silicon naanodisk in the
t square array
a
of the nanodisk
ks on silica ssubstrate under p-polaarized incid
dent
ligh
ht. a,

=

nm, wheen reflectionn vanishes at
a the incidennce angle off 25 degreess. b,

=

nm, wheen

refleection vanisshes at the inncidence off 60 degrees.
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9. Explicit expressions used in the Multipole Decomposition.

Multipole decomposition technique was employed to analyze the different modes excited inside the
particles. For particles in an array embedded in air, multipoles can be computed through the polarization
currents induced inside them:
=−

where ε is the permittivity of the particle and

( − 1) ,

= ( ) the electric field inside it.

This approach fully takes into account mutual interactions in the lattice6 as well as the possible presence
of a substrate. Cartesian basis with origin in the center of the particles was used in the present work. An
accurate description of the radiative properties in this basis involves the introduction of the family of toroidal
moments7 and the mean-square radii corrections. Although the explicit expression of the multipoles can be
found in some references (see, in particular Ref.7, for the explicit connection with the usual spherical multipole
moments) we repeat them here for completeness.
The dipolar moments induced in the system read as:
( − 1)

=
=
=

−
2

−
10

( − 1)[ × ]

( − 1)[( ∙ ) − 2

]

and the mean-square radii of the dipole distributions as:

=
=

−
28

−
2

( − 1)[ × ]
( − 1)[3

− 2( ∙ ) ]
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where only the magnetic and toroidal components are considered, since the electric one does not contribute to
radiation7. For the quadrupolar moments we have the following expressions:

=
=
=

−
28

1
2

2
⨂ + ⨂ − ( ∙ )
3

( − 1)

−
3

( − 1)[ ⨂( × ) + ( × )⨂ ]

( − 1) 4( ∙ ) ⨂ − 5 ( ⨂ + ⨂ ) + 2 ( ∙ )

with ⨂ being the dyadic product. It can be shown that both the Cartesian electric dipole and the toroidal dipole
have the same radiation pattern. Thus, when using equation (1), the following identifications were made:

+

=
=

+

10

−

The scattering cross sections in SI units then read:

(

)

=

+

6

(

(

)

)

=

≈

(

10

−

6

+

80
)

+

≈

80
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10. Experrimental seetup schemee.

For com
mpleteness w
we present inn Figure S11 a schemattic represenntation of thee home-buillt experimenntal
measuring thhe angular ttransmissionn/reflection from the fabbricated siliicon nanodisks arrays. T
The
setuup used for m
statee of polarizaation of inciident light iss described in each of thhe major steeps in the seetup. The laamp is used for
alignnment purposes only annd is switchh-off during the measurements.

Figu
ure

S11.

Scheme

of

the

home-builtt

experim
mental

setu
up

used

for

meassuring

an
ngular

tran
nsmission/rreflection frrom the fab
bricated nan
nodisks arrrays.
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